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Dedication 

In this world, we are on borrowed time. My daughter was 
twenty-four when she passed on 11/20/08. She was born on 
11/16/84, and the Lord lent her to us for the twenty-four years and 
four days. This book I dedicate to the life of a strong, caring and 
the most loving person that I have ever met. 

God Bless You as You are now with our Lord. 
Your Father, 
Coco 
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CHAPTER 1 

I have been called a nerd most of my life. I believe that 
everyone has been stereotyped a nerd at one point in life. We all 
have been bullied at one time or another. I really think that we, 
meaning my friends and I, have finally found something that can 
stop the abuse by the so-called bullies. This is my story. 

All through grade school I was able to get great grades easily, 
as where my best friends. Norman was the most macho of our 
group, that is, if you could consider any one of us macho. Thomas 
was our little man, and Nelson was our soul brother, whom we all 
loved as a brother.  

Oh, forgive me, I forgot to tell you, my name. The bullies 
would call me Four Eyes, Nerd Boy and even Gay Bird. Why gay 
bird, I do not know, as I have nothing against gay people. Hell 
Nelson, one of my best friends, is gay, but only our small group 
knew it. He was more of a girl watcher than the rest of us for years. 
I guess, that was the way for him to considerer himself straight and 
not being gay. You see, in our town being gay was not an option.  

Back to my name, I apologize for getting off track every off 
and on, but that is something that I have been made fun of most of 
my life. Where was I, oh my name, Geraldo. Yes, like Geraldo 
Rivera, but he is much more daring in one hand then I truly am in 
my whole body. My last name is Hernandez. Yes, again you 
guessed it, I am Spanish but speak it very little, and most people 
think I am Italian when they first see me. Now I do understand 
Spanish extremely well, for a young man who lived in a house 
when Spanish was basically spoken while someone was mad or 
upset about something. 
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If I go off on a rampage and lose you, remember I will bring 
you back to where I left off. Be patient, I honestly believe that at 
the end you will find my story interesting to say the least.  

Now of course there was the bullies, who are the other side of 
the story. The ringleader was Dwayne Johnson, a bit chunky but a 
strong, light skin black with many white features and green eyes. 
His mother was white, and his father was very dark, but a highly 
successful Black man in our small town. Oh, I forgot to mention 
that we live in a small town, where you either had money or you 
got by paycheck to paycheck.  

Just like most of America, our middle class had died a couple 
of years earlier. Those with money considered themselves 
conservative Republicans. Tax breaks to the wealthy was what 
they really believed in, more than the conservatives of old, which 
my father once belonged to, as his parents, and my grandparents 
also belonged. 

Now my mother was a Democrat to the point of borderline 
liberal because she believed in a woman’s choice for an abortion 
and that the country needed to stop allowing corporations to take 
over everything. In our town you saw more of that happening 
every year.   

The next boy’s name was Lawrence Rodgers. Tall, handsome 
and for some reason the girls found every part of him perfect. I 
guess if you looked at him you also would think that he was, I 
guess, well, perfect.  

Jon Dordan was the next bully, who had tanned skin, mother 
from Puerto Rico and father white from New Hampshire. He was 
really the least mean of the bullies, but I guess you had to pick a 
side, and hanging with Lawrence, the girls would be aplenty. 

Finally, Austin Shipwreck, who was their blond, blue-eyed all-
around jock, as were the rest of the bullies, but Austin played just 
about every sport and the rest of the bullies played only football. I 
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should not say only, because in our small town, football was 
everything when it came down to sports.  

High school had begun with the same routine as every year 
prior to high school. The bullies were in charge and made everyone 
around them feel as if they were nothing. After so many years of 
being bullied, you began to feel as if you were nothing but a 
steppingstone in their lives of becoming the American elite.  

The first couple of months went by quick and we were getting 
to the point of where our Christmas break was coming up. Oh, I 
am sorry, winter break. Whoever came up with that one, my dad 
and his friends always complain about the change, as they put it, to 
American history. I even remember it being called Christmas 
break. You know I never thought about it till now, but I can really 
see where they are coming from. Although, I also can see why they 
changed it. So many religions and people from all over the world 
and that is what makes us who we are. Oh, please excuse me, as I 
started to ramble on again. 

Well, everyone was in the holiday spirit and my group went to 
meet in the bathroom after school to avoid any problems with the 
kings, as one of the chosen ones once put it, of our school. We 
would meet at a separate bathroom each day so that the bullies 
would not make our ride home a miserable one, if not a ride from 
hell.  

 When the coast was clear, we would run towards the fence in 
the back of the baseball field were we would lock our bikes up 
daily. The bullies would not dare go by where our bikes were kept 
for directly across the street was a carwash and Norman, one of my 
nerd friends that I mentioned earlier, his brother and father owned 
the place. I told you that Norman was the most macho out of our 
group and he was also the strongest. Well, his brother was known 
in town as the Beast, as many would call him when he was in high 
school. He was the ultimate jock.  

 A major knee injury in his senior year was all that kept him 
from dozens of scholarship offers for football, baseball, and track. 
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The discus and shot put in track, were to events that he had never 
lost a match, even while he was a freshman. His father had owned 
the carwash but had been diagnosed with cancer, which for now 
was in remission, so he worked the office, and his son would run 
the car wash. Oh, by the way, his name was Jimbo “the Beast” 
Taylor. 

We got on our bikes and rode to my house as fast as possible 
so that just in case the bullies, which we all knew, had no practice 
of any sports that day. There was only one day left of school until 
winter break would start. Driving through several blocks, Norman 
noticed down an alleyway that he could see between to homes 
what we did not want to see. Yes, you guessed it, the bullies were 
on the prowl, and we began picking up our pace, as a mad dash 
began.  

At the end of the next block, Jon broke off from the rest of the 
bullies and began his chase after us, as the rest of the bullies 
continued down the alleyway. Thomas, who was the slowest of our 
group, began to sway side to side, hitting the edge of the road. 
Losing control, he swerved and wiped out in front of a big grey 
and white house. Everyone put on their breaks as Jon was within 
ten feet of us, causing him to slam into the back of Thomas’ bike 
and flip over, rolling several times.  

We ran quickly towards Thomas and got him back on his bike, 
looking back at Jon, who was still on the ground holding onto his 
left knee.  

Norman yelled, “Come on, let’s go.”   
The rest of us looked at Jon on the ground, clearly in pain. 

Thomas, who was the smallest of our group, looked over at me and 
shook his head. We began to get off our bikes, Norman being the 
last and not happy at all that we were going to see if Jon was okay. 
Walking quickly over to Jon, we asked if he was okay. 

“What do you care if I’m good or not?” said Jon.  
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Thomas looked down at Jon and asked, “Did you break your 
leg?”  

“I don’t think so,” said Jon, “but when the other guys get here, 
they are going to want to break something.” Turning around, we 
could see the rest of the bullies three blocks down coming at us at 
full speed.  

“Since you’re okay we will go,” said Norman.  
Without a hesitation, we were all on our bikes. We started 

racing down the opposite side of the street and through the 
alleyway a street over. We knew that the bullies would stop to help 
Jon, we just hoped that they all stayed there with him. We finally 
arrived at my house, opening the garage door, and shutting it 
instantly. We ran in the house and to the living room window 
looking for any sign of the bullies.   

Twenty minutes went by and there was no sign of them in the 
front of the house or by the alleyway in the back. That was a close 
one, we all began to say as we walked downstairs in my basement.  

We were working on an experiment with an antenna that we 
put on each one of our houses’ roofs in an attempt to start our own 
bootleg television station. We knew once we were able to get on 
the airway we could face some serious charges, but we believed 
that our chances of getting caught were slim.  

For hours we worked on trying to get a signal from Thomas’s 
house. He had the main system on so that we could receive the 
perfect picture in our crazy idea. Over and over, we tried with no 
luck whatsoever. My parents had been home for a short while, as 
my mother called down that the rest of my group should go home 
for dinner.  

Norman, Thomas, and Nelson all lived on the same street, 
three blocks from my house. Again, they took off in fear that the 
bullies would be around the next corner that they turned. Not a 
single sight of any one of the bullies. They each called me to say 
they made it back home safely. 
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This running from one place to another and always getting 
abused by the bullies is the main reason we were trying to get a 
signal out on the television. We were planning to wear masks and 
let everyone know everything we knew about the bullies and what 
they had caused not just us but many other students in our school. 
Hopefully, all the students and parents would see it, as we were too 
scared to say anything at all.  

There was one kid several years ago who told on a group of 
bullies, and he was found naked in the woods. It was his word 
against the bullies since the bullies wore masks. He was tied 
around a big pine tree by his hands and feet and was not found 
until three in the morning. Some people say that the boy went 
crazy. His family moved from the area and were never seen or 
heard from again. 

That night we spent a couple of hours trying to figure out what 
we were doing wrong with our main feed. By now we should have 
already received some kind of live shot. Static was all that we were 
getting.  

Next morning, we met up at my house as we did every 
morning and started our bike ride to school. The mornings were 
not like the afternoons since the bullies were not morning people. 
Heck, most of the time they arrived late to school.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 Taking our time, Nelson noticed something shiny that caught 
his attention. He came to a dead stop as the rest of us looked back 
and stopped.  

 “Why are you stopping?” asked Norman.  
 “I think I just found out why we are not getting a signal from 

our main station,” said Nelson.  
 “Why?” we all asked at the same time.  
 “Look,” said Nelson as we moved closer to where he was 

staring.  
Up high behind a big cluster of pine trees was a forty-foot 

antenna in the air with six dishes, each one facing a different 
direction.  

 “Who lives in that house?” asked Thomas.  
 Thomas was the only one of us that was not born and raised 

in our small town. He had only been around for the past four years.  
 “That is the McGee’’ house,” said Norman. “They have a son 

who my Pop says is a little slow in some things, but highly 
intelligent in other things. He has a special tutor who comes to the 
house five days a week to work with him. I think my Pop said that 
he is like an idiot savant or some kind of mental handicap.” 

 “How old is he?” asked Thomas.  
 “I heard my dad say that he was around nineteen but acts like 

if he was much younger,” I said.  
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 “We better get going before we end up getting late to school 
and I sure don’t want to be waiting with Dwayne in the office and 
need a pass to get into class,” said Thomas.  

We were off riding as fast as possible, without saying a word. 
As I looked around at the others, I could see that they were 
thinking about this large antenna with the six dishes as I had been.  

The last day of school before Christmas, excuse me, I mean 
winter break. The morning went by quickly and we were all at 
lunch, meeting in the far back table, which was the furthest table 
from the bullies.  

“What do you think they use that antenna for?” I asked, as the 
rest of the guys were thinking.  

“I don’t know but I haven’t been able to get this off my mind 
all morning,” said Thomas. “I am glad that today is the last day of 
school before winter break.”  

“Why?” asked Norman.  
“Because I really believe that whatever signal they are sending 

out of that house or receiving is what is stopping us from getting 
our signal out,” said Thomas.  

“How are we going to find out?” asked Norman.  
“That is what we must get together and figure out. The bullies 

are all going away for winter break except for Lawrence, who will 
be busy with all his girlfriends,” said Thomas.   

“How do you know that?” asked Norman.  
“I heard them talking in the bathroom after second period. I 

sat up on the seat in the stall as I heard them walk in, and they are 
planning something for us after school,” said Thomas.  

“What are they planning?” we all asked Thomas at the same 
time.  
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“I don’t know,” said Thomas. “They just said don’t forget the 
nerds need to be taken care of for Jon’s scraped knee and sore 
ankle, for what happened the day before.”  

On our way out of the cafeteria, none of us said a word as we 
arrived at our next class. We all sat there looking around the room 
noticing that the bullies were nowhere to be seen, in the halls or 
even when we were in the cafeteria.  

“Where do you think they are?” asked Nelson.  
We all shook our heads not having any idea where they could 

be, that is, unless they finally got themselves in some kind of 
trouble. That we were sure of was more than likely not the case, 
because anything they did was never punishable due to lack of 
evidence, outside of detentions which they received often.  

To more classes and the school bell would ring for the final 
day before winter break, and we were all extremely nervous about 
what the bullies were planning for us after the last bell. We had 
decided to meet at the far end bathroom of the school, which was 
the furthest spot from our last class, Algebra II. The bullies had all 
their classes together, which was made possible by Austin’s 
mother, a volunteer office aid at our school.  

       The bell rang and I started racing over to the far 
bathroom, passing up Thomas. I did not bother to look to my sides, 
just a straight shot to the other end. Finally reaching the bathroom, 
I pushed the door to no avail. I could see that the deadbolt was 
locked, as Thomas, Nelson and Norman came walking over almost 
busting the door open.  

“Why is it locked?” asked Norman while trying hard to get it 
open.  

“I don’t know,” said Thomas, “but we better get moving 
somewhere before we end up like sitting ducks.” 

We began moving quickly as all the students were in a hurry 
to get out of school for the holiday break. Norman took a turn 
through the front two main doors of the school and the rest of us 
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followed. We were all looking for any sign of the bullies but there 
was none, as we began walking in a big crowd of students headed 
in the direction where we kept our bikes.  

We made a turn to the right and could see dozens of kids 
getting their bikes as we began to move fast and arrived at the spot 
where we had parked our bikes in the morning. Norman was the 
first to hold his bike and began unlocking it as the rest of us 
followed suit.  

Thomas stopped and felt his front tire as Norman got on his 
bike, jumping back off immediately.  

“What the heck,” yelled Norman, as all of us realized that our 
tires were flat.  

“What are we going to do now?” asked Thomas.  
I noticed Norman looking over at his father’s carwash and 

seeing that it was closed. That had only happened once on a 
workday and as long as I could remember. The rest of our group 
noticed as Nelson and Thomas looked at each other.  

“Why are they closed?” asked Thomas, with no reply from 
Norman.  

Looking down, Nelson began walking with his bike as the rest 
of us followed.  

“I don’t know what happened,” said Norman, “but I sure hope 
that my father is okay.” 

We started walking with our bikes around the back side of the 
school, when we saw a big door that led to the basement open. 
Thomas and I both jumped back, scaring us half to death, when the 
heavy door hit the concrete slab that held the hinges together.   

Then, the second door opened and another crash of the second 
door.  

All of us jumped back, dropping our bikes and backpacks, 
when suddenly a big garbage bag came up from the opening, 
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which made it look as if it were floating in midair. Then suddenly a 
recognizable voice came from the bag as it was thrown out of the 
cellar.  

“Hey guys, what are you doing, and why are you two on the 
ground?” said the voice as he pointed at Thomas and Nelson, who 
both fell back from the scare of the big doors.  

“God, Toby, you scared us half to death,” said Norman.  
Toby began to laugh as the rest of us joined in, as it was pretty 

funny.    
Toby Williams was our school’s janitor, or as one of our 

teachers would call him, our Industrial Engineer. He was a little 
slow but had a heart of gold. He was six foot four and two hundred 
and ninety pounds. We really did not know how old he was, but 
our principal gave him the job when his parents were both killed in 
a car accident, because our old janitor retired. He lived in the 
basement of the school and served as the security guard at night, 
walking the halls with a flashlight, when he couldn’t sleep at night.  

“What happened to your bikes?” asked Toby. “They look to 
me like they are flat.”  

“We don’t know,” said Norman. “Have you seen anybody 
around where our bikes were locked up today, Toby?”   

“I sure did,” said Toby.  
“Who?” We asked at the same time.  
“Dwayne,” said Toby. “He is never nice to me or anybody. I 

bet you he did this to your bikes, and the rest of his bad friends, 
you know which ones I mean.” 

Before we could say another word, Toby just grabbed one of 
the big doors and closed it. He then did the same with the other 
door. He picked up the big black bag and walked off towards the 
garbage dumpsters which sat in the right side back of the school.  
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We all looked at each other and just shook our heads. You see, 
Toby does not carry a conversation for too long, no matter what it 
is about.  

We continued to walk our bikes, looking all around us as we 
made it off school grounds. We began to pick up our pace, but 
Thomas kept hitting his legs on his left peddle, so we had to slow 
down before Thomas ended up seriously hurting himself.   

You see, like I said earlier, Thomas was the weakest and the 
smallest of our group. He could not reach far enough without 
hurting himself if we hurried on our quick attempt to make it 
home.  

When we got almost three blocks from the school, we began 
to hear cat calls from the alleyways on both sides of the street. 
Norman told us all to put our bike helmets on and to get ready to 
run, leaving our bikes behind if we had to, but he made it clear that 
we stay in two’s. No one would be left alone, no matter what they 
had coming at us, he said. As if on cue, a loud yell came from 
behind us and one after another, eggs came shooting out at us, 
some boiled and some raw.  

The chase was on. Norman started to yell at us to leave the 
bikes and split off. We already knew that when he said to split up 
that he would take Thomas with him, and I would go with Nelson.  

We began to get hit one egg after another with the hard-boiled 
eggs feeling like a rock when it hit you. If we had not put on our 
bike helmets, I do believe Thomas would have been knocked out. 
The last time I looked his way he was hit in the back of the helmet, 
causing him to fall.  

Norman and Thomas headed to the left as Nelson, and I went 
towards the right. The bullies were all on their bikes trying to 
chase us down, but we were able to jump over chain linked fences 
and shutting gates through several neighbors’ property. Some had 
dogs in their back yards, but as quickly as the bullies were catching 
up to us, we paid no mind to the dogs.  
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Every couple of shots they would hit us or the scattering of the 
eggs from hitting something near us would splash upon us. One 
more block and we were at my house. My dad would be there, and 
I knew he would help us go and get our bikes, but he wouldn’t be 
pleased with the situation.  

Breaking through a group of hedges, we could see Norman 
and Thomas running from across the street with Dwayne and 
Austin throwing eggs out of bags that dangled from their 
handlebars. Forty more feet and we were on my porch, it sounded 
like a war zone as the bullies emptied their bags, one egg after 
another, while I struggled to open my door with my key.  

The door opened and all four of us fell in, knocking my father 
to the ground.  

“Dios mio, que esta pasando!” yelled my father in Spanish.   
“What did he say?” asked Nelson as my dad pushed us off 

him.  
“He said, what is going on.” I answered.  
“Have you kids gone crazy or something like that. I don’t 

know what you boys are doing running in my door like a group of 
crazy horses,” said my father.  

“We’re so sorry, Mr. Hernandez,” answered back Norman.  
“We were chased by the bullies, and they were throwing eggs. 

Some were boiled and some were raw,” said Thomas.  
“That’s the noise I hear from the front of my house,” said my 

dad as he got up and walked to the porch.  
“Mira esto, dios mio,” he yelled. “You boys better tell me 

what is going on here because somebody is going to clean this 
mess up. Look at the window, someone broke the window. 
Someone is going to pay for the window. “Madre mia, no lo creo,” 
he continued in Spanish. 
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We tried to explain to my father what had happened and after 
telling him twice, he finally understood.  

“Let’s go and get your bikes,” he said.  
We all jumped into the back of my father’s F-100 pickup 

truck, as he would not allow us inside his truck. He was visibly 
mad, but we could see that he understood.  

Arriving at where we had left our bikes in front of Mr. 
Dawson’s house, who had retired from the military, we saw him 
picking up the last bike and standing it up with the kickstand.    

“Julio,” called out Mr. Dawson, “your boys got attacked by 
mask wearing, egg throwing fools.”  

“Yes, I see, and they also attacked my porch, breaking a 
window in the process,” said my father.  

By the way, my father’s first name is Julio.  
After putting all the bikes in the back of the truck, my father 

walked towards the front of the truck. Mr. Dawson came walking 
over closer to the back.  

“You boys are eventually going to have to stop running and 
face those boys, or they will never quit,” said Mr. Dawson. 

We all shook our heads as my father waved, thanking Mr. 
Dawson again. We drove to Thomas house first, allowed him to 
change and he got back on the truck. We had a lot of cleaning to do 
on my porch. The last house we stopped at was Norman’s, who we 
had all forgot that the carwash was closed.  

Norman walked his bike to the backyard, within minutes he 
was out of the house, already changed. His expression was not a 
good one. He walked towards the passenger side of the truck and 
opened the door, then sat down. I quickly opened the two small 
sliding glass windows on the back of the truck.  

“What’s wrong, Norman?” asked my father.  
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“My dad had a heart attack and is at the hospital,” Norman 
replied with tears in his eyes.  

My father looked back at us, he reached over to Norman and 
said, “Your Papa is a strong man. He beat the cancer once and he 
will beat this heart attack too.” Then he gave Norman a strong hug 
with one arm.      

“We go to the hospital,” said my father.   
When we arrived at the hospital, my father made us stay in the 

back of the truck as he walked Norman inside. A good twenty 
minutes later, my dad walked out and without saying a word, 
started the truck, and we drove back to my house. I grabbed my 
bike and put it on the side of the garage. We then followed my dad 
in the house. He walked to the refrigerator and grabbed a beer and 
walked to the living room and sat on his recliner.  

I went to change as fast as I could, returning to the living 
room, which was dead quiet.  

“Dad,” I said, “what happened at the hospital?”  
He just looked at me and said, “Your friend Norman’s Papa is 

in bad shape. The doctors don’t think he is going to make it. They 
say his fight with the cancer made his heart weak. Go and get the 
hose and wash up the porch, I will go cover the window with a 
piece of wood.”  

Without a hesitation, we walked out the door and began 
washing off the porch. My dad was able to finish covering the 
small hole on the window caused by a hardboiled egg. When we 
were done, my father asked us if we knew the kids that chased us 
down with the eggs. We all said that we weren’t sure because they 
were wearing masks. I don’t think he believed us, but he accepted 
our answer by saying that if we found out to tell him and he would 
take care of the situation. 

We all wanted to go to the hospital to see Norman, but my 
father said that we should leave them alone with their family. We 
sat out on the porch for a while without saying much. Thomas and 
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Nelson left, walking home with not even the slightest thought that 
maybe the bullies would be hanging around the corner. They were 
all sure that the bullies had their adrenaline rush for the day.  
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CHAPTER 3 

That night we tried several times calling Norman’s house with 
no answer and the hospital would not give us any information or 
leave Norman a message to call us back. Each one of us fixed our 
tires, since all we needed to do was put air in them, which made it 
a lot easier than if they would have cut our tires with a knife. We 
decided that we needed to buy a small pump that one of us would 
keep in our backpack just in case it ever happened again. 

The next morning, I got up early and headed over to Thomas’ 
house. Nelson was already there as Thomas’ sister let me in the 
kitchen where they were eating cereal.  

“Would you like some cereal?” asked Thomas’ mom.  
“No, thank you, Mrs. Smith,” I said. “I already ate at home 

before coming over. Any word from Norman?”  
Thomas and Nelson both shook their heads as the doorbell 

rang.  
“My God is this Grand Central Station?” said Thomas’ sister 

Jackie from the living room.  
We could all see from the kitchen as Jackie went to open the 

door.  Norman came walking in, as we jumped out of our seats and 
ran over to him.  

“How is your dad?” asked Thomas.  
We all waited as he looked at all of us, finally saying, “He 

must rest for a while, but the doctors think he will be fine. 
“Thank God,” said Thomas’ mom. “Would you like some 

cereal, Norman?”   
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“Yes, I would, thank you,” said Norman. 
While everyone ate cereal, Norman began to tell us what had 

happened. His father was helping his brother move one of the fifty-
gallon barrels filled with the wax they use at the carwash. He 
started to get a sharp pain down his left arm, and next thing he 
knew he woke up in the hospital. The doctors first thought it was 
much worse, but after further tests he would be fine if he didn’t get 
himself too wired up or lift any serious weight.  

After breakfast, we decided to first go put air in Norman’s 
bike, then we would go to Cokie McGee’ house and see what he 
used the antenna with the six dishes for, receiving or transmitting 
signals.  

Riding our bikes, we were sure that the bullies were nowhere 
in sight. For one thing, we knew that if there was no school, they 
would sleep in late, not to mention three of the four would be gone 
for the holidays by the end of the day. When we reached the 
McGee home, we noticed that Mr. McGee was leaving for work. 
Mrs. McGee was at the front door with Cokie waving as Mr. 
McGee waved back while he was pulling out of the driveway.  

We rode by slowly as Cokie noticed us and waved with both 
hands at the same time. We waved back and Mrs. McGee waved 
quickly then turned to get Cokie back into the house, but he kept 
wanting to wave. Mrs. McGee was finally able to get him inside as 
we circled back around, going again in front of the house. We 
could see that Cokie was looking out of the front window as we 
passed by again.  

Stopping at the end of the block, we decided to go around the 
back of Cokie’s house through the alleyway and see if he noticed 
us going by. We were trying to figure out what we could say to 
Mrs. McGee so that she would allow us to see what the antenna 
was used for. Was it for Cokie or his father? 

Three times we circled in the front of the house and around the 
back of the alleyway. We could see Cokie waving every time 
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through the front window and then through the sliding glass doors 
in the back alleyway. Mrs. McGee came around a bush on our 
fourth trip through the alleyway with a garbage bag, almost scaring 
us off our bikes.  

“Can I help you with something?” asked Mrs. McGee.  
Not a word was said by any of us for what seemed like 

forever.  
“Can you boys speak?” she asked.  
“Yes, we can,” said Thomas.  
“Why do you keep going around the block, slowing down 

when you reach the front and the back of our home?” she asked. 
“Would you like to meet my son Cokie?”   

“Yes,” we all said at the same time.  
“What is the reason that you want to meet him? You do know 

that he is not like most boys.” She looked at us for what seemed 
like minutes. “You are the four boys I’ve seen get chased down the 
block,” she said.  

“Yes, we are,” said Thomas, “We just want to know what it is 
that you do with the large antenna with the six dishes.”  

“My son uses it to speak to different people from all over the 
world. He has a room in the house that he; you know what, let him 
tell you. Come on, put your bikes up against the back porch and let 
me introduce you to Cokie.” 

We followed Mrs. McGee, putting our bikes up against the 
porch then walking up the steps as she let us in the house.  

“Cokie,” yelled Mrs. McGee.  
We stood there with no reply as she asked us to follow her.  
The house was amazing inside, like a museum with everything 

in perfect order and an array of shelves with glass cases, each with 
something that you could see must be valuable. There were 
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telescopes, old telephones, and the furnishings were all very old 
antiques with Persian rugs on the floors, even down the hallway 
there were Persian runners, with dark wood flooring. 

“Cokie,” called out Mrs. McGee, “you have some young 
visitors who want to know about your control room.”  

“Who wants to know about my control room?” We heard a 
voice coming from the room at the end of the hallway, as it was the 
only door that was open down the long hallway.  

Mrs. McGee walked in the room, and we followed. At the 
corner of the room was a big chair and when Norman was the last 
of us to enter, Cokie turned the chair and jumped up, saying in a 
loud voice, “taaaraaa.”  

Everyone moved back. Even Mrs. McGee got a little startled, 
as Cokie began to laugh.  

“I scared you guys, I scared you guys,” said Cokie. 
“Cokie,” said Mrs. McGee. “Do you want these boys to leave, 

or do you want them to stay?”  
“Stay,” said Cokie. “Hi, my name is Cokie McGee,” he said as 

he shook each one of our hands a couple of times each, repeating 
our names each time he shook each hand.  

“I have things I need to take care of around the house, so can I 
trust all of you to behave?” said Mrs. McGee.  

“We will be fine, Mother, don’t you worry about me and the 
boys, we will be fine,” said Cokie.  

Mrs. McGee left the room but first looked at each one of us 
making sure that it was okay with her leaving us alone. We started 
to look around when Cokie turned on the light in the room, making 
everything much more visible, since the room had been very dark 
when we first entered. We realized why Mrs. McGee called it the 
command center. You could see the main area in the corner where 
Cokie had been sitting, which looked like something out of NASA. 
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We were all electronic junkies, but Cokie had the most amazing 
setup ever, a computer geek’s dream.  

Mrs. McGee came back in the room with two foldable chairs, 
because the room had three comfortable office chairs. Cokie sat at 
the main control, Norman and I sat on the other two office chairs. 
Nelson and Thomas opened the foldable chairs and Cokie asked 
his mom to shut the door to the room. 

“Are you guys ready?” said Cokie.  
The lights went out and the room was totally dark. We didn’t 

notice until then that there weren’t any windows in the entire room. 
You couldn’t see your hand in front of your face.   

“Look up,” yelled Cokie.  
There were tiny lights beginning to turn on, making the ceiling 

in the room look like the night sky. In the middle a brighter light 
shined and Cokie yelled out, “The sun.” One by one, perfectly 
positioned, another light inches away from the bright light that 
Cokie called the sun lit up, then another. After the eighth light each 
a couple of inches further than the next, from the light that Cokie 
called the sun came on, Cokie yelled, “Here we go.” 

We were all staring at the ceiling as our solar system came to 
life, with the rotation of the planets moving around the sun. Cokie 
began calling out each planet as we heard a click of a switch, and 
the soundtrack of Star Trek began to play in stereo sound. It 
continued until the end of Captain Kirk speaking and then from the 
back corner came a streak of light across the ceiling and the lights 
came back on immediately.  

We were all speechless as Cokie stared at each one of us, 
when Thomas began clapping as we all started clapping and Cokie 
began clapping with us. We all started laughing.  

“That was amazing,” I said, as did everyone else.  
“How did you do that?” all of us began asking.  
“Look,” said Cokie, as he pointed to the ceiling.  
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We began looking up at the ceiling and there were thousands 
of little lights like they use in museums.  

“Where did you get it from?” asked Norman.  
“My father helped me make it. He’s a genius, you know, and 

so am I sometimes,” said Cokie as he started laughing and we all 
laughed with him.  

“Cokie,” I asked, “What is the large antenna with the six 
satellite dishes used for? That is, if you don’t mind telling us.”  

Cokie sat there for several minutes without saying a word, just 
looking at us one at a time.    

“Oh, we use that to talk to people from all over the world, and 
sometimes,” Cokie came closer to us and said, “I talk to people 
from other places,” as he pointed up to the ceiling.  

We began to look at each other as Cokie watched us again, 
looking at each one of us.  

“You don’t believe me, do you? You don’t believe me, do 
you?” Cokie kept saying it louder and louder as the door opened 
and Mrs. McGee came in, walking directly over to Cokie and 
grabbing both of his hands, shaking them slowly.  

“Look at me, look at me, Cokie. Everything is okay.” She 
repeated it several times before Cokie finally calmed down.  

“That’s it for today, kids. Cokie needs a rest,” said Mrs. 
McGee.  

“Can we come and visit again?” asked Thomas.  
“Tomorrow if you’d like,” said Mrs. McGee.  
We began to say goodbye to Cokie, but it seemed like he had 

no idea what was going on and why we were leaving. Mrs. McGee 
walked us to the back door as Cokie turned and began flipping 
switches on his control panel.  
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“I’m sorry about that,” said Mrs. McGee, “but Cokie has 
disabilities, and when he gets like this, he has to be alone.”  

“That’s okay,” said Norman, “we had a great time, and can we 
really come back and visit him tomorrow?”  

“Of course, you can,” said Mrs. McGee. “You will see that 
tomorrow he will be much better.”  

We all said our goodbyes and promised that we would come 
back the very next morning.  

We got on our bikes and headed over to the hospital to see 
how Norman’s dad was doing. Norman went in towards the room 
as the rest of us stayed in the hospital waiting room. There were 
many people that we knew there to see how Norman’s father was 
doing. Remember we lived in a small town of only thirty-five 
hundred people. That was also counting a lot of people who lived 
in the outskirts of town.  

When Norman finally came out, we decided to go riding over 
to our local burger place, called Leroy’s Burger Joint, famous for 
making burgers with double melted cheese. Then they would put a 
handful of fries with a special barbeque sauce all in the burger. 
They made their own ice cream, so the shakes were incredible.  

Everyone ordered the same thing, Leroy’s special burger and a 
chocolate shake. While we were waiting, we noticed Lawrence 
walking in with four girls, whom everyone knew as his harem. We 
began slowly creeping down in our seats so that he wouldn’t notice 
us, but we were too late as he looked directly our way. I was glad 
that he was alone, because if the rest of the bullies were with him, 
we could end up wearing what we ordered, which had happened 
several times in the past. 

Lawrence stood at the table as all four girls sat down, and he 
began walking towards our table.  

“So, have you guys seen any eggs lately? I was told a group of 
masked riders have been egging some nerds in the area.” Lawrence 
began laughing.  
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“No, we haven’t seen any eggs, but we do know that the 
police are looking for four masked kids on bikes, for breaking 
someone’s window,” I said out loud, surprising myself and the rest 
of the guys.  

“Well, I don’t know nothing about anybody throwing eggs, 
and I’m alone for the holidays, so don’t think I have anything to do 
with the throwing of any eggs,” said Lawrence, and he just walked 
away as if he never even spoke a word at our table.  

Norman hit me on the arm as the rest of the guys started to 
praise me for saying what I had said to Lawrence.  

“Guys,” I said, “I don’t know where that came from, but I first 
thought I was thinking it and it just came out.”  

“Well,” said Nelson, “Lawrence seemed a little rattled when 
you mentioned the police.” 

We were all talking except for Thomas, who was just sitting 
there without saying a word.  

“Thomas,” said Norman, “What’s wrong?”  
“Nothing, but when the bullies are alone, they aren’t as tough 

as they are when they’re together. That is a weakness that we need 
to keep in mind. It could come in handy whenever we can get some 
payback and one day we will, that I guarantee you,” said Thomas.  

 All three of us just looked at Thomas and laughed, as our 
little man had a bit of a chip on his shoulder for once.  

After leaving Leroy’s Burger Joint, we decided to split up in 
twos. Thomas and Norman would go to Thomas’ house where we 
had our main signal for transmitting what we hoped one day would 
be a live feed. Nelson and I went to my house to see if anything 
would go through our television setup. We knew that Cokie 
probably was our best shot if any to make it work, but we still had 
to try, since that’s what we’d been trying to do for the past six 
months.     
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Hours we spent with nothing but static and through our 
speaker phones we continued to communicate. It began getting late 
and we knew that everyone would have dinner at each one of our 
homes soon when we heard something coming out of the television 
that we had set up as the receiver. We were all silent, trying to hear 
it again when finally, the static started to become less and less. 
Thomas had a television setup at his house to our system when he 
worked on it alone at home. By bouncing off a signal from 
Norman’s house, he was hoping to get the signal to come back to 
his television. 

Norman noticed the static getting less and less as he yelled 
through the speaker phone to Nelson and me that something was 
coming out of Thomas’ television at the same time. “Shush,” 
Thomas said as we heard someone talking, but we couldn’t make it 
out. Then there was silence. A minute went by and again we heard 
someone, but we couldn’t make it out again. The static came back 
on, and we waited for twenty minutes before we realized it wasn’t 
coming back.  

Norman went back to the hospital to see his father and Nelson 
went back home. We spent most of the night on three-way phone 
line for hours discussing what we all heard and what we might 
have done that caused the signal to get a better reception. It wasn’t 
much but it was like a live feed compared to what we had been 
able to achieve in the past six months. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Next morning Thomas, Nelson and Norman were at my house 
at eight ready to go and see if we could spend more time with 
Cokie. My father always made a big breakfast on Sundays, so we 
all grabbed a quick bite and left with at least half an egg sandwich 
in hand.  

We parked our bikes in front of Cokie’s house and knocked 
for several minutes without an answer. We decided to wait, 
because there was nothing else that we really could do but sit at 
home and see if the signal would return. It was at least an hour 
when Cokie’s mom came up the driveway with Cokie in the 
passenger seat.  

Cokie began waving the minute he noticed us; he then opened 
the door before his mother had stopped.  

“Hey guys, what are you doing at my house?” yelled Cokie as 
he was getting out of the car. “Mom, look, the guys are back. Can 
we go play in the control room? Please, Mom,” again yelled out 
Cokie. “Please, Mom, please.”     

“Cokie,” said his mother as she walked up next to him. “I am 
right here and there is no need for you to yell so loud, everyone 
can hear you,” said Mrs. McGee. 

“Would you boys like to go inside and play with Cokie 
again?” asked Mrs. McGee.  

“Please, if you don’t mind,” answered Norman. We followed 
Cokie and his mom in the house and headed directly into the 
control room. Cokie sat in the main chair and the rest of us sat in 
the same places we were in the day before.  
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“Cokie,” I asked, “Can you send a signal out from your 
control station that can be picked up on a television from my house 
and the rest of our homes?”      

“Why, do you want to see something on the television?” asked 
Cokie.  

Cokie began pushing all kinds of buttons and the six nine-inch 
screens on his control panel began going from channel to channel. 
Cokie continued pressing buttons and the channels kept changing 
until he had them all on the same channel. Cokie looked back at all 
of us and then pointed at a big dial that he turned all the way to the 
right, then slowly began turning it back to the left. Static came on 
when he went to the right and a cleared screen came on when he 
turned it slowly to the left. 

Cokie turned his seat around and walked out of the room. We 
just sat there for a couple of minutes wondering where he went. 
Just before we were about to say something he walked back in with 
a small old television and a two-inch camera with a four-foot line 
and a plug at the end. Cokie began plugging in the television and 
the small camera to the main control panel. He reached down 
under the control panel and pulled out a microphone that had a 
bendable hard wire cord.   

“Are you ready?” said Cokie.  
We began looking at each other and we all said yes at the 

same time, not really knowing what was going on. Cokie began 
moving the big knob to the left slowly and he put his eye up close 
to the camera and moved the knob until we could see it on the 
television.  

Cokie started to talk in the microphone saying, “Cokie’s eye, 
can you see Cokie’s eye?” Cokie began laughing as the rest of us 
joined him.  

“How far can you carry the signal?” asked Thomas.  
“I don’t know, but anybody can get the signal if they have the 

right television,” said Cokie.  
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“What do you mean the right television?” we all asked 
simultaneously.  

 “The new televisions don’t have this dial, which allows you 
to tune in and get the picture on the television,” said Cokie.  

“Are you trying to tell us that the reason we haven’t been able 
to pick up a signal has been because we haven’t been using an old 
television? We do have a frequency finder that we rigged to the 
television,” said Nelson.  

Cokie sat there without saying a word. He began looking up 
and down, then back at us, repeating the same motions repeatedly. 
We just sat there as Cokie got out of his chair and left the room. 
We waited for a good ten minutes when we heard someone coming 
down the hallway. Mrs. McGee came walking into the room with a 
sheet of paper with some writing on it.  

“I’m very sorry,” said Mrs. McGee, “but Cokie won’t be 
coming back in the room. He had me write this for you, but he 
asked that you don’t read it until you walk outside of the house.” 

“Thank you,” I said to Mrs. McGee, “but is Cokie alright?”  
“Oh, he’s fine. That’s just my Cokie,” said Mrs. McGee.  
“Can we come back by tomorrow?” asked Thomas.   
“Of course,” said Mrs. McGee, “but can you please call us 

before you come over, because Cokie has some tests at the medical 
center tomorrow and I’m really not sure what time we will be 
finished with the test.”   

“We don’t have your telephone number,” said Norman.  
“I wrote it down with Cokie’s note, at the bottom of the 

paper,” said Mrs. McGee.  
We got up then headed out through the hallway and when we 

arrived at the living room, we could see Cokie sitting in a rocking 
chair, rocking back and forth staring into space. Mrs. McGee 
opened the front door and handed me the sheet of paper. I folded 
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the paper and put it in my pocket. We got on our bikes and looked 
back at the house before we took off. Cokie was standing by the 
big front living room window, looking at us with no expression on 
his face. Just as we were about to start peddling, Cokie put his face 
up against the window and began waving. We waved back as he 
turned, and we rode off towards Thomas’ house without saying a 
word.  

When we arrived at Thomas’ we went right to his room, which 
was our main station. We sat down as I pulled the note out of my 
pocket. 

“I am sorry, but you couldn’t get a reception on your 
television because my station blocks your signal, that is why. 
signed Cokie.” There was a telephone number at the bottom, just 
as Mrs. McGee said. 

“So Cokie is the reason our attempt to put out a signal failed 
so many times,” said Nelson.  

“I knew that antenna with the disc on it had to be the 
problem,” said Thomas.  

“I think Cokie feels like it was his fault,” said Norman.  
We all agreed that he probably did feel that way, but we were 

going to tell him that it wasn’t. Cokie had no idea that we were 
trying to send out a signal. We began to turn on the control panel 
then we turned our frequency finder dial to see if Cokie was 
sending out a signal. There was nothing there but static.  

We hung around for a while longer at Thomas’ until his sister 
came home and started blasting her stereo. Walking outside, we 
made plans to call the McGee’ house at ten am. Norman told us 
that he wouldn’t be able to hang with us tomorrow. He had to help 
his brother out at the carwash. Everyone went home except for 
Norman, who went to the hospital to see his father.  

Next morning Thomas and Nelson came knocking at the door 
at five minutes before ten. We walked to my room and sat there 
looking at the clock for four minutes. At ten am on the nose, I 
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called the McGee’ and only got a recording, so I didn’t leave a 
message. We decided to try and call the McGee house every fifteen 
minutes. Two and a half hours went by and there was still no 
answer at the McGee’. I decided to turn my receiver and television 
on to see if maybe when Cokie gets home he would send us a feed. 
Five hours went by, and we decided to ride over to the McGee’ 
house to see if maybe they left us a note on the door.  

When we rode by the McGee house, there was no sign of 
movement, so we went around the back to see if Mrs. McGee’ car 
was parked in the back car port. No car was present so we decided 
to ride over to the car wash, since we knew that Norman would be 
getting off shortly.  

Riding along the side of the street, there was a big moving 
truck at the old Wilson’s house that had been vacant for a little 
over a year. We began to slow down to see who was moving in. 
There were at least four cars parked on the side of the road. 
Coming out of the front door was the most beautiful thing that God 
ever put on this earth. She had a sundress on just above the knees, 
and when she walked it was like time stood still. She had long 
black wavy hair and a smile that could make anyone who was alive 
happy.  

We were all looking right at her when she noticed us and 
waved. All three of us waved back at the same time, causing 
Thomas to crash into the back of my bike as we hit the ground 
hard. Nelson followed right behind, flipping right over the top of 
us and landing hard on his back. Next thing I knew, we were all 
tangled up on the ground and several men were trying to help us, 
as we were wrapped together with our bikes.  

“What in the world were you boys doing that caused this 
mess?” said one of the men helping us.  

“Are you boys alright?” said the girl in the sundress.  
Thomas and I began wiping the dirt off our bodies as we both 

had scraped up knees. The men helped Nelson up, who had the 
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back of his shirt torn from the rough road and there were scrapes 
and blood all over his back. The men looked at Nelson’s back and 
called over to one of the ladies walking towards us to call 911.  

Nelson kept saying that he would be fine, but even we noticed 
that he was playing it as cool as he could, although we could see 
that he was in serious pain. Fire rescue was at the house within five 
minutes, and they began tending to Nelson. They took off his shirt 
and began wiping off the blood and the dirt with hydrogen 
peroxide. Everyone present thought they had stabbed Nelson 
several times with a knife. When the liquid touched his wounds, he 
yelled so loud that everyone shook as if they were feeling his pain.  

The paramedics decided to take Nelson to the hospital for x-
rays, just in case, because he was bruising up on his left side 
quickly. Norman arrived riding up and jumped off his bike as he 
noticed Thomas and me with bandages on our knees. The girl in 
the dress noticed Norman and came walking over where we stood. 
Thomas looked at me and nodded his head to the left where the girl 
in the dress stood. She had the same look that we had when we 
first noticed her. Norman looked over at her as if she wasn’t there.  

“What in the world happened?” said Norman as he looked 
around the area.  

“We were riding and looking at the, mmmm, people moving, 
and we crashed,” said Thomas.  

“What do you mean you crashed?” said Norman.  
“Thomas crashed into me, and Nelson flipped over us, and 

they took him to the hospital for some x-rays, just to make sure he 
was alright,” I said.  

“The day I go and work at the carwash you guys have got to 
get yourself in a mess,” said Norman.  

“Excuse me,” said the girl. “What’s your name?” she asked 
Norman as she stared at him with her eyes wide open.  

“Why?” asked Norman. “Who are you?”  
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“My name is Lillian and I just moved here from Canada,” she 
said.  

“Nice to meet you,” said Norman.  
Then he walked over to our bikes, which were in need of some 

serious fixing. We walked over with him as Lillian followed. A 
honk came from the street as everyone turned to see who was 
honking the horn.  Jimbo Taylor, Norman’s brother, was in his 
pickup pulling into the same spot as the fire rescue had been 
minutes earlier.  

Jimbo got out of his truck and Lillian began to walk back 
towards her house. He was a scary sight if you didn’t know him. 
Lillian’s father walked over and introduced himself as Desmond 
Conners, as Lillian hid behind him.  

“Boy, you are a big fellow,” said Mr. Conners.  
“That’s Norman’s brother,” I said, looking at Lillian.    
“Norman will probably be that big one day,” said Thomas, as 

he looked directly at Lillian.      
Norman looked at both of us as if we were on something, or 

the crash must have loosened up a head screw.  
“So, what happened here?” asked Jimbo. 
Everything was explained to Jimbo, who laughed as he looked 

over at Lillian and he sort of understood that the story we told had 
a little something missing.  

“Well,” said Jimbo, “I guess I’ll have to take these boys home, 
because I sure don’t see these bikes doing much riding.”  

Mr. Conners helped us load the bikes and said, “If there is 
anything we could do to help, don’t be afraid to ask,” he said, 
looking right at Thomas and me. 

We jumped in the back of the truck as Lillian yelled out, 
“Don’t be strangers.”  
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She actually meant that for Norman because she was looking 
right at him.  

“We won’t,” said Thomas, as Norman and I looked right at 
him.  

Jimbo took us right to the hospital first, just to make sure that 
Nelson was fine and at the same time to see his father. Jimbo was a 
big man, but everyone knew that his father meant the world to him. 
No matter what ever happened to Jimbo, his dad was always there 
helping him sort it out.    

When we entered the hospital, Nelson’s mom came walking 
over to us and said that Nelson was fine. Just a couple of deep 
scrapes and bruising from the fall, and the nurse said that the 
doctors were just waiting for the x-rays to be checked out to be 
sure. Norman walked over to me and Thomas when Nelson’s mom 
walked away.  

“What in the world was wrong with that girl Lillian? She was 
staring at me weird.” asked Norman.  

“Are you kidding me?” said Thomas, “She was a Goddess and 
you just ignored her like if she was just a regular girl. If she would 
have looked at me like that, well, let me tell you, I would, Aaah.”   

“You would have what?” said Norman, as we all started to 
laugh, for Thomas was speechless.  

In all the years that we had been best of friends I never saw 
Thomas react like that. I made a promise to myself that I would not 
try anything to involve myself with Lillian. Not that she would 
look at me twice, but just in case, because my little buddy Thomas 
was really head over heels nutty about her. The only problem, 
though, is that Lillian looked like she was nutty about Norman. 

Norman went over to visit with his father as Thomas and I 
called our houses to tell them what had happened. I told my mom 
everything and the real reason we crashed. She was telling my dad 
at the same time and they both laughed because we were just a 
little beat up. My mom told me that Mrs. McGee had called earlier 
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and left a message that they were finally home. We had so much 
going on that we all forgot about Cokie. Mrs. McGee had called 
just after five o’clock, which was around the time of our accident. 
It was dark and the streetlights were fully on by the time Jimbo 
showed up.  

 I waited for Thomas to finish on the phone and told him about 
Mrs. McGee calling. Thomas gave me the phone and I dialed the 
McGee’ number.  

“Hello, how can I help you?” I heard the voice say on the 
other line.  

“Hi,” I said, “is this Mr. McGee?”  
“Yes, it is, who am I speaking to?” he asked.  
“My name is Geraldo and—”  
“Hold on, let me get my wife for you, and thank you and your 

friends for spending time with Cokie,” said Mr. McGee. 
“Thank you, Mr. McGee, for letting us over. Your control 

center is unbelievable,” I said.  
“It isn’t mine,” said Mr. McGee, “that is all my Cokie’s doing. 

I just buy whatever he tells me that he needs.” 
“Hello,” said Mrs. McGee, “is this Geraldo?”  
“Yes, it is,” I said.  
“I’m sorry, we were at the Medical Center all day, and we 

won’t even have his results until the morning. I believe we will be 
home no later than eleven o’clock. If you boys are still interested 
in coming over, that is,” said Mrs. McGee. 

“Eleven o’clock, we will be there,” I said.    
“Thank you and your friends again,” said Mrs. McGee. “Cokie 

will be very happy to hear that you will be coming over.”  
We both said goodbye and I told Thomas and Norman, who 

just showed up, the whole conversation with the McGee’.  When I 
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was done, Nelson came walking towards us with his mom, as we 
all walked quickly to his side. We gently grabbed his hands since 
his mom told us that he was extremely sore. I told him everything 
that happened after he left, even the way that Lillian looked at 
Norman. He too was a little nutty on Norman for not realizing that 
Lillian was giving him the come on. Norman said that we were all 
nuts, as I told Nelson about the conversation with Mrs. McGee. We 
were again going to meet at my house but this time at 10:30 am 
because we were walking to the McGee house not riding, as our 
bikes were in sad shape. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Jimbo drove us home as Nelson went with his mom and the 
next morning, they were at my house at ten thirty sharp. Even 
Norman was able to convince Jimbo that he could run the carwash 
alone till later. They had a fleet of cars coming in at two in the 
afternoon and Norman promised that he would be there at the latest 
two pm. 

We arrived at the McGee’ and there was no answer, so we sat 
on the porch, and ten minutes later they arrived. Cokie was so glad 
to see us that he fell on the grass trying to hurry himself. Mrs. 
McGee let us in and Cokie yelled to follow him. We walked into 
the control room and Cokie had everything arranged with a seat 
setup with a camera facing the seat. We tried to explain to Cokie 
that we didn’t want to be seen, but he didn’t really understand so 
he turned the other camera on to his eye again and the signal went 
through instantly.  

Cokie began showing us the distance that he believed the 
signal would reach, with one of his computers that he had in the 
room. We could all tell that Cokie had been working long and hard 
to get everything perfect. We were talking about going home to see 
how good the feed would be, but Norman said he would go home. 
Because he had to go to work at the carwash, he would call us 
when he got the feed.  

Mrs. McGee knocked on the door as Norman was leaving with 
a plate full of sandwiches. She then came back in with a plate full 
of cookies and chips. Cokie opened a little refrigerator that he had 
next to the door, which none of us had noticed, and gave us all a 
Coke. Cokie had the refrigerator full of Coke.  
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“Cokie,” asked Thomas, “why is the refrigerator filled with 
only Coke?”  

“Because, Cokie only has Coke. Get it? Cokie, Coke,” said 
Cokie.  

“Are you saying that your parents call you Cokie because you 
like Coke?” asked Thomas.  

Cokie got out of his seat and walked around laughing, then he 
stopped where Thomas was sitting. He looked at Thomas and 
grabbed him in a headlock, giving him noogies on the head. 
Everyone in the room began laughing, no one louder than Cokie, 
as Mrs. McGee walked in asking Cokie to play nice. 

The phone rang as Mrs. McGee left the room. Cookie 
screamed, “I got it, Mom, don’t touch the phone, it is Norman 
calling.” Cokie touched a button, then turned one of the knobs. 
“Cokie’s control room, how may I help you?” said Cokie. He 
began to laugh as we heard Norman over the loudspeaker say, 
“Waiting for the signal.”  

“Here it comes,” said Cookie as he put his eye up against the 
camera in front of him. “Oh my God, the picture is perfect.” Cokie 
went to move back. Thomas jumped up and put his hand on the 
camera as Cokie moved back quickly. “What happened?” 
screamed Cokie.  

Norman began to talk on the other line asking what was going 
on as he could hear the commotion in the control room. Cokie 
went a little crazy as he ran out of the room. Mrs. McGee walked 
in and asked what had happened. As we told her, Norman also 
heard over the phone. Thomas had turned off the feed and the 
camera. He had watched Cokie’s every move. We all knew that 
Thomas could see anything done or look at a full page in a book 
for ten seconds. When the ten seconds were done, he could recite 
the whole page word for word.  

After we were done telling Mrs. McGee what happened, she 
began explaining to us about Cokie.  
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“Cokie doesn’t understand why you jumped at him. When he 
gets scared, he gets disoriented and gets himself out of the 
situation. Here he ran from the room. I’m sorry but he needs to 
rest.”  

“Tell Cokie that I am sorry and if we can call him tomorrow,” 
said Thomas.  

“He will be fine later if you would like to come back by. My 
husband would like to meet all of you,” said Mrs. McGee.      

“Sure, we’ll come back. At what time?” asked Thomas.  
“Even better, why don’t you see if you could come over for 

supper around six?” asked Mrs. McGee.  
“Will call you later, but we will ask our parents,” I said.  
We started to walk out the door again seeing Cokie in the 

rocking chair. When the door closed and we got to the sidewalk, 
there was Cokie again looking out the window. As we started 
walking, Cokie waved with his face against the glass. We waved 
back, watching him leave the window.  

Walking home was a little difficult, especially for Nelson 
whose scrapes and bruises began to hurt as he walked. Thomas and 
I just had scraped knees, and the excitement about going to Cokie’s 
this morning had us forgetting about the aches and pain. My house 
was first, so they stopped in, and we walked in my room turning on 
my television with the receiver. 

“Cokie is on,” yelled Thomas.  
“Look he covers the camera every time it gets near his face, 

then he shows something else so that they cannot see his face,” 
said Nelson.  

“The feed is awesome. I can’t wait to go back to school and 
begin dishing out the dirt that these bullies so deserve,” I said. 

We watched as Cokie opened his mouth showing his teeth. 
Then he showed us his eyes and his ears for over an hour. We were 
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all tired, so Thomas and Nelson headed home to rest. They also 
had to ask their parents if they could go to the McGee’ for dinner.  

It was around five fifteen that each one of the guys showed up, 
one five minutes later than the other. We called the McGee’ and 
told them that Jimbo would give us a ride, but our parents would 
not let us go if we didn’t have a ride home.  

Mrs. McGee said, “If you want, I will even pick you boys up.” 
We told her that it wouldn’t be a problem because Jimbo was 

already at my house. Norman let Nelson ride in the front as the rest 
of us jumped in the back bed of the truck. Mr. McGee was a very 
nice man, and we already knew the love and care that Mrs. McGee 
had for Cokie. Mr. McGee was even more involved with Cokie. 
Their world revolved around Cokie’s needs. We ate dinner then 
went to the control room with Mr. McGee joining in as if he were 
one of the guys.  

I began telling him why we wanted to get the live feed. He at 
first wasn’t too happy but after we explained to him the different 
ways that we had been abused by the bullies he agreed. Of course, 
with us promising him that if it interfered with any legal live feeds 
that we would have to stop and find some other way to get back at 
the bullies.  

The rest of our winter break vacation, we spent it at Cokie’s, 
everyday planning and setting up the room next to the control 
room with a table and two chairs. Cokie had several masks from 
years of going out on Halloween. The McGee’ bought each one of 
us a Christmas present, a tee shirt with a picture in the front of 
Cokie with his thumbs pointing up. On top of the picture, it read 
“thank you” and on the bottom it read “my friends.” We all took 
our shirts off and put them on. Cokie gave each one of us a big hug 
and said that we were all best friends.  

New Year’s Eve came around as everyone spent it with their 
families but on January first, we made sure that everything was 
ready for our first feed. It would be at four-thirty in the afternoon 
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on the second day of January, which was our first day back at 
school. We had made up two hundred fliers that explained to all 
the students how to pick up our live feed. We knew that everyone 
had an older television somewhere in their house and the signal 
would be easy to pick up.  

Norman’s dad was out of the hospital and back at work at the 
carwash but only in the office. Jimbo made sure that nothing upset 
his father and the most he was allowed to lift was a pencil and 
work the register.  

That next morning, all the guys rode to my house, and we 
were off with each one of us carrying fifty pages of the fliers that 
we printed out. Nelson’s back was much better except for a couple 
of scabs that weren’t totally healed yet. He had his backpack 
strapped around his handlebars. We were hoping that we would not 
have an encounter with the bullies. One more turn and we had a 
hundred-yard sprint to the school.  

We made the turn, picking up our pace and like every first day 
back to school, they were there waiting for us. This time we were 
traveling much faster than years before. There they were with 
something in one hand and a plastic bag in the other. We couldn’t 
tell what it was. We drove our bikes to the far sidewalk as they ran 
after us and we were moving faster when one after another water 
balloons started popping all around us, but not even one made a 
direct hit.  

Quickly we arrived at the fence where we locked up our bikes. 
We ran into school with no sign of the bullies. Walking down the 
hallway, we stopped at our lockers, which were all right next to 
each other. In our school, on the first day of school you can pick 
out your locker space on a first come basis.  

“Where have you boys been hiding?” asked Lillian from 
behind us.  

“We’ve been busy taking care of different things,” said 
Thomas.  
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“How are you all feeling from the accident?” she asked.  
“We’re all just fine,” said Nelson. 
Both Nelson and Thomas were smiling and looking right at 

Lillian as she continued to try and get Norman’s attention.  
“How are you doing Norman?” asked Lillian.  
“I’m fine. Let’s go guys, we’ve got work to do,” said Norman.  
“I guess we’ll see each other later,” said Lillian.  
Both Nelson and Thomas said, “Most definitely,” at the same 

time.  
We left following Norman and headed to the far bathroom 

where we knew for sure that the bullies would not be there, 
because their first period was on the other side of the school.  

“Okay Norman, you may not like her, but you need to be a 
little nicer to her. I really enjoy being around her,” said Thomas.  

“Yes, I agree,” said Nelson.  
Norman just looked at both of them, then at me and said, “You 

guys have got to be kidding me. We don’t have time to be friendly 
with your little Lillian. We are on a mission here. Are we or are we 
not going to make this work?” 

We just looked at each other and everyone shook their heads 
in agreement. We had a secret handshake where Norman and I 
would lock fingers. Then Nelson would put his hand on the bottom 
and Thomas would put his hand on top. We would all recite at the 
same time, “Friends for life.” 

Norman began telling us when and where we would be putting 
the fliers out. We had all agreed and left the bathroom for our first 
class. All our classes were together, because there was only one 
honors class per period in ninth grade, and all our classes were 
honors courses.  
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When we were done with our second period, Thomas went to 
the bathroom minutes before it was over and left fifty fliers on a 
glass trophy case that was four foot high. When anyone or any 
clubs wanted to put out any information, that’s where they left 
their fliers. Thomas came back in the room just as the bell rang. 
We walked out with Norman handing Thomas his book bag.  

“No one saw you; I hope?” asked Norman.  
“Not a soul in sight, but I almost lost a couple of papers down 

my pants,” said Thomas.  
We began walking towards the glass casing and could see that 

there were several students looking over our fliers and several took 
some. Next period was over, and we walked towards the far end of 
the school. From a distance we could see the bullies messing with 
some other poor souls that they abused. It looked like a fight was 
going to start as everyone walked over. There were at least fifty 
students surrounding the area looking on, when suddenly fliers 
went flying in the air. 

“Hey! What the heck?” yelled out Norman.  
Everyone began grabbing the fliers as they came down. 

Stopping any kind of fight that might have started, even two of the 
bullies, Lawrence and Jon, grabbed a flier apiece.  

“Bootleg station, giving out some gossip and stuff at 4:30,” 
said Jon.  

“I got an old television in the garage. My old man uses it to 
watch the games when he’s working on something in the garage,” 
said Lawrence.  

“Let me see that,” yelled Dwayne as everyone started moving 
away.  

There wasn’t a single flier left on the ground. All of us walked 
a little quicker towards our next class. Walking away, we heard 
behind us, “Who threw these fliers?” yelled Dwayne.  
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“Gossip and information on some people who deserve it,” we 
heard Dwayne yell as we moved fast into our fourth period.  

I don’t think any one of us paid any attention in our fourth 
period because we had our minds working on our four-thirty 
appointment. The bell rang and we headed to the cafeteria. We 
brought our own lunch and had our own seats in the back corner. 
While walking through the cafeteria, everybody was talking about 
the bootleg television station that was coming on at 4:30.  

“What do you think?” I asked Norman.  
“This is too good to be true,” he responded.  
“We have got to get rid of the last fliers just in case,” said 

Norman.  
“Why?” I asked,  
“We really don’t need to hand anymore out, everybody’s 

talking about it,” said Norman.  
“Look,” said Nelson.  
Everyone in the cafeteria was watching as the vice principal, 

who wasn’t a tall man, just 5’10” but had an enormous chest and 
the biggest hands anyone had ever seen. He played for the Green 
Bay Packers in his younger days. He really liked our group, but he 
was walking around table to table with one of the fliers in his hand. 
He finally approached our table.  

“How are we doing, boys?”  he asked and continued, “I know 
you boys don’t have anything to do with this but if you hear 
anything, you know where my office is, so please keep me in 
mind.” 

He turned and walked away to the next table. When he was 
done with them, he returned towards our table. We had all 
straightened ourselves up like if we were in the military. I know 
we were all about to piss our pants when he stopped in front of our 
table again.  
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“By the way, I forgot to ask you boys how you were doing? I 
heard about the bike accident you boys had, and Nelson, you were 
taken to the hospital, I was told,” said Mr. Guimento. 

“We’re all doing fine,” I said.  
“Yes, and they only took me to the hospital for x-rays. A 

precautionary measure was all,” said Nelson.  
“Good, I’m glad to hear that. I don’t know what this school 

would do without my brightest boys. Now keep up the good 
work,” said Mr. Guimento with a smile on his face. “Don’t forget, 
if you hear anything, you know how to find me.” 

He walked away from our table, and we were all so nervous 
that we started laughing, not loud enough for Mr. Guimento to 
hear. Norman tapped us all from under the table with his feet as 
Dwayne came walking over and the rest of the bullies followed.  

“What was that all about?” asked Dwayne.  
“It was about nothing,” said Norman.  
“Then why did Mr. Guimento stop at your table twice?” asked 

Dwayne as he flicked the back of Thomas’ ear.  
“Why do you have to do that?” asked Norman.  
“Why, you want some of this?” said Dwayne. 
Mr. Guimento came walking back into the cafeteria as the 

bullies pushed us over and sat down.  
“Do we have a problem here?” asked Mr. Guimento.  
“Not at all, just talking to our friends,” said Dwayne.  
“Just talking to your friends, well, let’s see. I don’t believe 

you, and I would really like to talk to you four in my office before 
the next period,” he said with a face, that only Norman wouldn’t 
have passed out from, if he would have been talking to our group 
like that.  

“We’ll be there soon,” said Dwayne.  
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“No, Dwayne, I mean right now,” said Mr. Guimento.  
Everyone was up and walking, as they knew Mr. Guimento 

wouldn’t hesitate to pick up any one of them by the collar and 
walk them tippy toed to his office. All four of them at one time or 
another had experienced it, and many kids had peed their pants in 
route to Mr. Guimento’s office.  

“Boy, that was a close one,” said Thomas.  
“Yeah, I thought we were up the creek without a paddle,” said 

Nelson.  
“This may not be a good thing for us,” said Norman.  
“What do you mean?” I asked.  
“I have a feeling that Dwayne already thinks that we are 

behind the television feed,” said Norman.  
“There is no way that he knows,” I said.  
“Yeah, no way,” said Nelson.  
“Okay guys let’s get rid of the rest of the fliers before we get 

back to class,” said Norman.  
We got up and walked towards the bathroom near our next 

class. Lillian and a group of girls were standing outside of the class 
next to the bathroom.  

“What class do you boys have next?” asked Lillian.  
“Algebra II,” said Thomas with a big smile on his face.  
“Thomas, you are so cute,” said Lillian as she pinched his 

cheek. 
You could see Thomas’ look as if he had just been hit by 

cupid’s arrow. The rest of the girls hanging out with Lillian just 
looked at us as if we didn’t even exist. There was Cindy Phelps, 
the sexiest blond in the ninth grade who wouldn’t even 
acknowledge our existence. Terry Nolls, who was the redhead 
from hell, as most of the class called her. She really didn’t care 
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much about anyone except herself. Bambi Jones, who was a little 
chunky and outside of Lillian the only one that had spoken to us 
once, on a field trip. 

“I heard you stood up to Dwayne in the cafeteria,” said Lillian, 
looking directly at Norman.  

“News travels pretty fast down this hallway,” said Norman. 
“Like lightning,” said Lillian, “but truthfully, with girls 

listening to everything around them, news travels even faster.”  
“I’m sorry, but we have something we have to take care of,” 

said Norman.  
We all started walking away and made a turn into the men’s 

bathroom.  
“I guess you have a date in the bathroom,” yelled Terry. 
“Now that was embarrassing,” said Nelson as the door closed 

in the bathroom.  
“Thomas are you still with us?” asked Norman.  
“Yeah, did you see, she grabbed my cheeks and said that I was 

cute,” said Thomas.  
“Okay let’s see,” said Norman as he looked down at all the 

stalls, making sure there wasn’t anyone in the bathroom.  
Norman grabbed the rest of the fliers and put them in the long 

garbage can next to the last sink. We then walked out of the 
bathroom as the bell rang.  
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CHAPTER 6 

The next two classes felt like they took forever when the final 
bell finally rang. Everyone in the school was talking about the 
television feed at four thirty. Even our last two teachers had 
mentioned if anyone knew anything about what to expect.  

Lillian came behind us and said, “Mr. Guimento gave Dwayne 
and his boys detention, I heard from Terry. Dwayne started 
mouthing off to one of the office aids when Mr. Guimento walked 
in and caught him in mid-sentence.”     

“Thank you for the information,” said Norman.  
“So, you can be nice,” said Lillian as she walked by smiling.  
“Did you see that smile and walk?” said Thomas.  
“Forget about the smile and walk. We better go by the office 

to see if the bullies are in detention,” said Norman.  
We walked through the halls at a quick pace as most of the 

students were already on their way home. It seemed like every 
student in the school was going home and setting up their 
television for the four thirty show. Norman put his hand back for 
us to slow down as we approached the detention room. It was a 
small room next to the Vice Principal, Mr. Guimento’s office. 

As we started walking slowly by the room, the door opened, 
and Norman jumped back almost knocking all three of us down. 

“So why are you guys not in a hurry to get home and find an 
old television for the four thirty show?” asked Dwayne.  

“We don’t care about some stupid show,” said Norman.  
“Yeah, we got much better things to do,” said Thomas.  
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Dwayne just looked at us for a couple of seconds. We noticed 
Mr. Guimento walking towards us from down the hallway.  

“You better get back in your cage,” said Norman, “because 
here comes your master and boss.” 

Dwayne looked behind him and closed the door running to his 
seat. We all began to laugh, walking towards Mr. Guimento. 

“You boys aren’t running home like the rest of the school, 
trying to find an old television for the big four thirty show?” asked 
Mr. Guimento. 

“No interest at all, Mr. Guimento. We are working on our 
science experiment for the spring science fair,” said Nelson.  

“That’s my boys, always doing the right thing,” said Mr. 
Guimento.  

He continued by us as we walked quickly out through the big 
front doors. There wasn’t a word spoken from any one of us until 
we reached our bikes. 

“We just killed two birds in one twenty-foot walk through the 
halls,” said Norman, “now Dwayne thinks that we have nothing to 
do with the four thirty show, and Mr. Guimento will cover our 
butts if need be.”  

“We couldn’t get any luckier than what we have, on such an 
important day,” said Thomas.  

Thomas was standing straight up like a soldier guarding the 
London Palace. We began laughing as we unlocked our bikes. The 
ride to Cokie’s house was a pleasurable one. We laughed and 
couldn’t believe our good fortune with Dwayne and Mr. Guimento. 
We all hoped that it would never come to where Mr. Guimento 
would find out that we were really the ones putting this show 
together. He had always been such a strong supporter in everything 
we had done.  

We headed towards the alleyway and parked our bikes in the 
back of Cokie’s house. We then picked up a big tarp that I had 
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gotten from my garage and covered the bikes. Cokie was at the 
back door before we walked on the porch.  

“Today is a big day for us,” said Cokie, “we will make 
television history.”  

We stood there looking at Cokie and he began laughing. We 
all joined in as we walked in the back door. Going directly to the 
control room, Cokie began passing out one sheet of paper to each 
one of us. Each one of us began reading through our own sheet of 
paper. When we were done, we all looked at each other and then at 
Cokie.  

“You did this?” I asked.  
“No, silly,” said Cokie, “my mother typed this up for us from 

the notes that you left with everything you had written in the 
notebook.” 

“This is absolutely perfect,” said Thomas, “all we have to do 
is follow the script, line by line.” 

“Where is your mom? We have got to thank her,” said 
Norman.  

“She is lying down,” said Cokie, “She doesn’t feel good 
today.” 

“Are you sure she’s, okay?” asked Norman.  
“Yeah,” said Cokie, “she just got some bad news from the 

doctor today on the telephone. She won’t tell me what until my dad 
gets home.” 

We began looking at one another without knowing what to say 
back to Cokie.  

“We have a show to set up,” said Cokie, “twenty-five minutes 
and counting.” 

Cokie pointed to one of the screens on the control panel and 
we could see the countdown clock ticking down. Cokie walked out 
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towards the other room as we followed. There was a rack with four 
different masks and four color coordinated robes.  

“Where did the robes come from?” Nelson asked.  
“My dad found them in the Halloween boxes that were in the 

attic. They are the ones I wore for Halloween with the mask. A 
perfect match,” said Cokie.  

“Yes, they are,” said Norman.  
It was time to rock and roll. We couldn’t believe that Mrs. 

McGee even put a tag with our names on each costume. They were 
the perfect match for each one of us. Norman was a Roman guard 
with a spear, chest plate and helmet that only showed his chin and 
eyes, so we used black face paint on his chin. Thomas was cupid 
with a full-face mask with hearts, kisses and a white robe that had 
hearts across the front. A bow and arrow came with the costume.  

Nelson was an Indian with a mask that made him look like 
Geronimo, with a full Chief headdress. Geronimo was an Indian 
Chief and warrior we briefly learned about in seventh grade. His 
robe had feathers and a front fancy design that was made of small 
sticks glued to the robe of a warrior heading out towards the 
sunset. My costume was of Casper the friendly ghost. All our robes 
had thick shoulder pads that made all of us look much bigger. 

We began putting on our costumes and Norman and I walked 
around the desk sitting down in the seats. Each one of us had our 
own microphone in front of us on the desk. There was a 
background made from an old sheet and on it in red letters it said, 
“The Overseers of Westville High School.” We began reading our 
one-page script and practiced for a couple of minutes. There was a 
television on a small table directly in front of us, which showed us 
what everyone would be seeing. The camera was just above it. 
Cokie came walking into the room and moved the camera a little to 
the left then he went back into the control room.  

Cokie yelled back, “One minute before we go live.” 
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We all began to study our sheet except for Thomas, who had 
already put his paper down. There was no doubt in our minds that 
he had already memorized every line. Norman and I began looking 
right at the screen as we heard Cokie yelling from the other room.  

“Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one, we’re 
on,” yelled Cokie.  

The music from Star Trek came on and the screen had the 
lights just like what Cokie did to us in the Control room on the first 
day. The sun came out in the middle then the first planet showed 
itself, Mercury. A voice like that of William Shatner, who 
commentates for the show Star Trek, started speaking but with a 
slightly deeper voice, which we were sure was Cokie.  

“This is a voyage that you will soon not forget,” said the 
voice.  

As the next planet Venus showed itself.  
“We are traveling through space, in a voyage to a new planet,” 

said the voice.  
The third planet, Earth, showed itself.  
“We are now getting closer to our destination,” said the voice.  
The sound of the Star Trek music continued in the background 

when the next planet Jupiter began showing itself. A loud braking 
sound like if a car had skidded to a dead stop and the voice came 
back on as the music stopped.  

“Hold it, jump back. I think I may have to kiss myself,” said 
the voice.  

We all began laughing as we knew what Cokie was going to 
do but we never got to see it done completely. The camera on the 
television moved back and focused on the planet Earth. Then it 
started zooming in as the theme from Star Trek came back on and 
the voice continued speaking.  
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“We are zooming into this alien planet to the northern 
hemisphere where we will produce a signal which will tell you the 
truth about what goes on at Westville High School,” said the voice.  

That was the name of our school, Westville High School. The 
picture on the television zoomed in quickly and we heard Cokie 
counting down again. The picture in the television showed a 
mushroom cloud caused by an explosion complete with a sound.  

“We have arrived,” said the voice.  
“We’re on,” yelled Cokie. 
Music began to play lowly as we looked at the television and 

we were on, only exposing from our chest to an inch over the top 
of our heads. The camera zoomed into Norman’s face.  

“Welcome to the first of many shows that you will want to 
tune into. There are many out there that think they can do as they 
please. You will know us as the overseers of our High School. Yes, 
I’m talking about you, Westville High School,” said Norman.  

Thomas yelled out, “Go Westville.” 
Norman shook his head then continued, “We are going to be 

telling you many things that a lot of you already know but many of 
you need to find out. The wrong doers are going to pay the price as 
we aren’t going to put up with it anymore. I am the protector, and I 
will protect mine. You have tried to control this school for too 
long, now you will taste a little of your own medicine.” 

Norman hit his hand to his chest with a closed fist, three times 
hitting it hard. Norman’s voice was altered by Cokie’s voice box 
making his voice much deeper. The camera then zoomed back and 
zoomed into my face. Norman got up as Nelson took his place.  

“I may look like Casper the friendly ghost, but this ghost 
doesn’t play that. I am on a mission from the dark side looking in 
so if you think you’re going to get away with anything, remember 
that I will be haunting your space, so don’t forget. Casper don’t 
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play that, for he is what you don’t see on the walls or in your 
mirrors, at the cemetery is where I will be,” I said.  

The screen went totally white with smoke. My voice came out 
more ghetto like a hood rat. Then the camera was zoomed in to 
Nelson’s chest showing the Indian going into the sunset. It began 
to zoom out, exposing Nelson’s face as he began talking.  

“I am the spiritual leader of this here posse and there is 
nowhere to hide when an Indian is looking for you. I will track you 
down through any terrain you wish to travel. If I can’t, my wolves 
will be watching you, so look back for a couple of wolves may be 
coming at you now. We really don’t want to be so mean as we 
were taught to be as nice as we can be. There are those who will 
see a need to be taken care of as we feel that it should be. So, take 
a chance with your spiritual guide since you will either be against 
us or beside us,” said Nelson.  

The picture on the television was that of three wolves on top 
of a mountain’s edge howling one at a time, you heard them howl. 
Nelson’s voice came out slower and deep, like the Indians we 
heard talk in movies. The camera then came on showing Thomas’ 
robe, right at a heart with an arrow through it. The camera began to 
zoom out until it showed Thomas’ mask of a chunky, cherry cheek 
face, with hearts on each cheek. 

“I am what you may call the teller of all the gossip dealing 
with the heart. Those of you know who I am talking about, who 
likes who and who wants to go out with whom. The language of 
love is my specialty, so if you don’t want it announced then keep it 
locked in a box. If you spew your desires, I will tell all who you 
admire, so one more thing before we go, the spewing starts next 
week on the same day and time, on this same show,” said Thomas.  

The television feed and the sound became nothing but static.  
It then was turned off by Cokie. Thomas’ voice came out sweet 
and as sexy as Cokie’s voice box could make him sound. We 
started to jump around as Cokie came in the room laughing and 
jumping with us. Mrs. McGee came walking in the room.  
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“So, how did it go?” she asked.  
We all began speaking at the same time as she started to laugh, 

just looking at all of us.  
“Did you tape it, Cokie?” she asked. 
“Yes, Mom and, I know, let’s watch it,” said Cokie.  
We didn’t just watch it, we watched it three times 

consecutively and then a fourth time when Mr. McGee arrived 
from work. We laughed so hard and Cokie looked like he was the 
happiest person alive. Every one of us said he did an incredible 
job, but Cokie said that his dad helped him. His dad denied any 
help whatsoever, as he said that it was all Cokie’s doing. 

It was getting late, and we were all definitely going to have to 
explain ourselves to our parents when we got home. We told Cokie 
that we would come and see him tomorrow. They walked us out 
the back door and Cokie waved all the way till we were out of 
sight. We rode our bikes as if we had been riding four big Harley 
Davidson’s down the street. From this day forward, we would be 
the Overseers of Westville High School.        

We kept calling each other on the phone until it was almost 
midnight. None of our parents were really to upset about any of us 
coming home when we did from Cokie’s. They were all going 
through their own problems, I guess. If we stayed out of their hair, 
we were fine.  

Next morning, we were all up earlier than usual. The boys 
were at my house anxious to see what the school thought about our 
show. We really didn’t think that the bullies would be a problem 
this morning, but we still rode fast just in case. The last turn before 
the sprint for school, we began picking up our pace. When we 
made the turn, we were in overdrive, looking around from side to 
side. No sign of the bullies on either side of the street so we slowed 
down and looked forward at the school.  

Bikes were parked everywhere as if no one waited for their 
parents to drive them to school. Students were in groups all over 
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the front and side of the school. When we reached the back of the 
school where we parked our bikes every spot plus a lot more bikes 
than usual were already parked. We pulled into our spot and only 
two bikes would fit so we locked the other two bikes to the back of 
the bikes in front.  

Lillian and her group of girls came walking over to us as we 
walked around the side trying to make it to the front of the school.  

“Did you guys just get here?” asked Lillian.  
“They probably didn’t even watch it,” said redhead Terry.  
“Watched what?” I asked.  
“See, I told you, they’re lame,” said redhead Terry.  
“Enough, Terry,” said Lillian, “Please tell me that you guys 

watched the four thirty show. Why do you think everyone’s here so 
early? Some kids have been here since five thirty,” said Lillian.  

“We were busy taking care of something for a friend,” said 
Norman.  

“Well, let me tell you. The coolest and most awesome show 
that has ever been made, with four of the sexiest guys ever,” said 
Bambi.  

“Okay Bambi hold on to your shorts,” said blond hair Cindy, 
“it was, I admit, a totally rad show, but let’s wait and see where 
they go with it next week.” 

“I can’t believe you guys didn’t see it, maybe you guys can 
come by next week and see it at my house,” said Lillian, “I asked 
my parents if I could have a couple of friends over to watch the 
show. They said that it was okay, and my mom is going to order 
some pizza.”  

“Of course, we’ll make it,” said Thomas without thinking.  
“We can’t promise you yet, but we’ll see how the week goes,” 

said Norman. 
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Cindy and Terry started walking towards the bullies, who they 
noticed coming around the side of the school.  

“Here comes the real boys who were probably the ones behind 
the show,” said Terry as she walked away.  

“Don’t forget my house next week,” said Lillian. 
We noticed Dwayne and his boys coming and we started to 

walk quickly towards the front of the school. Everyone was 
mentioning the Overseers of Westville High School. One kid 
jumped in a small crowd of girls as they walked by and said, “Give 
me a kiss girl, because I am an Overseerrrrr,” stretching the R’s. 

When they opened the doors to the school, we bolted straight 
to the bathroom on the far side. When we entered, we started 
laughing. We could not believe how big this thing had gotten after 
the first show.  

“Thomas are you crazy?” said Norman after we stopped 
laughing. “How in the world do you expect us to be at Lillian’s 
house when we have to make the show to watch the show.”   

“I wasn’t thinking, but I really want to go and see it in her 
house,” said Thomas.  

“Yeah, me too,” said Nelson.  
“How in the world do you propose that we go to Lillian’s 

house and do the show at the same time?” asked Norman.   
Not a word was said by any of us as two other freshmen 

walked into the bathroom raving about the show. When they left, 
we continued talking.  

       “I know,” I said, “We could record the show over the 
weekend and then have Cokie send out the recorded version of the 
show on Tuesday.”   

You could see the smile on Thomas’ and Nelson’s faces as 
they both walked over to Norman smacking their fists on their 
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chest three times. Norman pushed them both away as we all started 
laughing.  

“We have got to see if Cokie will be willing to do it,” said 
Norman.  

“Maybe we could take Cokie with us to see it at Lillian’s 
house. I heard a couple of girls mentioning that Lillian had an 
older sister who was eighteen and that she was mentally 
challenged. You never know, maybe Cokie could get a girlfriend,” 
said Thomas.  

We stood there looking at Thomas with a big smile on his 
face. I really believe that we were all looking at him and admiring 
his push for wanting to spend more time around Lillian. We 
instantly jumped on him, smacking him lightly in the head and 
laughing. 

“You would sell us all out to get a chance at Lillian,” said 
Norman.  

“I wouldn’t go that far, but if we could meet Lillian’s sister 
and we think that Cokie could maybe get along with her, I think 
Mrs. McGee would like to see Cokie with a girl, and maybe they 
will get along,” said Thomas.  

“I just realized something. Cokie can’t be there. Who will 
send the recording out with the signal?” asked Norman.  

“If I know Cokie, he could. If anyone could set a timer on his 
computer that will send the signal with the taping of the show and 
have it turned off after it was over,” said Thomas.  

Again, we stood there thinking. This time we all shook our 
heads in agreement as the first bell rang.  
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CHAPTER 7 

The halls were loud as the students were in a good mood, due 
to our show. Everyone was seated when the morning 
announcements came on and Mr. Guimento’s voice was the first 
one we heard after the Pledge of Allegiance.  

“I know that everyone watched the four thirty show yesterday 
and I myself haven’t seen it yet but will surely get a copy from 
someone soon. I was told by those who did see it that someone’s 
going to try to take care of the way the school is being run. I tell 
you this, whoever those students are that think that they can take 
over my school. I will promise you that you will receive due 
punishment and will be suspended from this school if you get 
caught trying to run my school,” said Mr. Guimento. “Oh also, 
there are no further announcements today.” 

Our classroom exploded into conversations about what Mr. 
Guimento just said. “He’s just jealous,” said a couple of kids. “The 
Overseers aren’t going to back down to Mr. Guimento,” said a 
couple of other kids. The teacher finally had everyone calm down. 
The next three classes and the minutes in the hall between the 
classes were nothing but discussing the show. Even two of our 
teachers watched the show and the other two who didn’t, wanted to 
know everything in detail.  

This thing was getting out of control, and it only got worse. 
After lunch Mr. Guimento came back on the loudspeaker. 

“I have been able to watch a recording of the show and I am 
really upset at the way they spoke about my school. A copy of the 
tape has been given to the police department, as I believe that there 
were many threats to some of the students at Westville High. I will 
be walking around taking certain students out of their classes for 
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questioning. When you see that you were not picked do not for a 
second think that you are cleared. I may call on you tomorrow. My 
main reason for doing this is for the safety of our school,” said Mr. 
Guimento. “Oh, that is all.” 

Everyone wanted to be picked, since we had overheard at 
lunch that several groups were saying that they knew who it was 
that did the show. A couple of students even wrote The Overseers 
Club on their wrist. Fifth period came around and everyone was 
watching at the glass on the door as several kids were being taken 
to the office. The bullies were the last group that we saw walking 
towards the office when the bell rang for our last period.  

Sixth period and again all we talked about was the show, when 
Mr. Guimento came to the door. Pointing directly at our group. Mr. 
Guimento gestured with his hands for us to come to the doorway. 
We got up as did two other kids next to us and Mr. Guimento 
looked at them with a stern look and they went back as the class 
began laughing.  

“How are my boys doing today?” asked Mr. Guimento. 
“We’re doing fine, sir. Did we do anything wrong?” asked 

Norman. 
“Of course not, I just need to speak with you boys in my office 

for a few minutes,” said Mr. Guimento.  
We entered the office, as Mr. Guimento led us into his 

domain. That is what all the students called it as he once told a 
couple of the stoner kids that they would have to go into his 
domain. 

“Sit down, boys,” said Mr. Guimento. 
“I know that you boys have nothing to do with the television 

feed. I do need you to be my eyes and ears, though. Can I trust you 
boys, to do that for me? You can always leave me a note, with any 
information that you may find out. Just put it in my information 
box in the office. I think I have an idea who is behind this thing, 
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and I believe that they are trying to make a fool out of me,” said 
Mr. Guimento. 

“You know we didn’t see it, so we’re not sure what really 
happened, just what the other students told us,” I said.  

“Well, here’s a copy that I was given. You can take it home 
and look at it. How’s that science project coming along?” asked 
Mr. Guimento. 

“Thank you for the copy. I really haven’t heard of any of the 
students mention a word that this television feed was directed to 
you, sir,” said Thomas.  

“I hope you’re right because these kids that are involved in 
this television thing don’t realize the trouble they could be in if 
they are caught. They are dealing with federal charges and making 
threats to students, which as you know, is also a crime,” replied 
Mr. Guimento. 

“We will look at the VHS and tell you what we think, that is, 
after we view it,” said Nelson.  

“Norman, do you have anything to add?” asked Mr. 
Guimento.  

“No, sir,” answered Norman.  
“Good,” said Mr. Guimento, “I will see you boys tomorrow 

then.” 
The bell rang and we walked out of the office as Dwayne and 

the bullies came walking towards us at a fast pace. We began 
walking to the right side of the hallway as they jumped over when 
they were right across from us.  

“So, what did you tell the G-Man?” asked Dwayne.  
“You mean Mr. Guimento,” asked Norman.  
“You know what I mean,” said Dwayne.  
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“Nothing at all, Dwayne, we didn’t even see the television 
feed,” said Norman.  

“Sure, you didn’t,” said Dwayne, “I heard that you guys were 
invited to go see next week’s show at Lillian’s house. 

“Really,” said Thomas, “Where did you hear that from?”  
“Shut up, midget,” said Dwayne, “nobody’s talking to you.”  
“You see we can’t even have a civilized conversation with you 

guys, without one of you insulting one of us,” said Nelson.  
“Whatever,” said Dwayne, “Are you guys going to Lillian’s or 

not?”  
“We haven’t made up our minds yet,” answered Norman, “and 

if you guys’ plan on treating us this way, we may not even show or 
we may bring Jimbo along.”  

“Hey, you don’t have to bring Jimbo, man. I just think that 
you guys are the four who made the television feed. You can prove 
me wrong by showing up at Lillian’s,” said Dwayne. 

“What’s going on over there?” asked Mr. Guimento, as he 
approached us at a fast pace.  

“Nothing at all, Mr. G,” said Dwayne.  
“What did you call me?” asked Mr. Guimento.  
“I’m sorry, sir, I meant—Mr. Guimento.”  
“Mr. Johnson, get over to my office now,” said Mr. Guimento. 

“Now, do the rest of you want to be a guest in my office with Mr. 
Johnson?”  

Dwayne started walking fast towards Mr. Guimento’s office, 
as the rest of the bullies walked away in the opposite direction. Mr. 
Guimento just smiled at us and turned back towards his office.  

We headed for our lockers, then right after, we went to where 
our bikes were parked. We waved at Jimbo, who was washing his 
own truck at the carwash. Looking back as we went riding around 
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the side of the school, we could see Lawrence, Jon, and Austin, 
who were sitting on their bikes waiting for Dwayne to get out of 
Mr. Guimento’s office.  

It was great to be able to ride without racing down the street 
towards Cokie’s house. We had been thinking of a way to get to 
Cokie’s without the bullies following us, and Mr. Guimento just 
gave us the help we needed.  

Arriving through the alleyway, we covered our bikes with the 
large tarp. We knocked on the back door without an answer, so 
Norman and Thomas went around the front to see if any of the cars 
were in the driveway. Nelson and I just sat there waiting, when 
Thomas came around the side, reading a piece of paper as Norman 
followed.  

“What is it?” asked Nelson.  
“Mrs. McGee left us a note,” said Thomas.  
“Read it then,” I said. We all sat down on the back porch.  
Thomas began reading, “Sorry, boys, but we will not be able 

to be home by the time you get here from school. Cokie says that 
he is sorry, but he must start chemotherapy again, as his cancer has 
returned. We will return home, around five. If you wish to call the 
house, please do so. Thanks again, Mrs. McGee and your good 
friend Cokie.” 

We just sat there without saying a word for a good ten 
minutes.  

“Did any of you know that Cokie had cancer?” asked Thomas.  
“No, I don’t think any of us knew. Remember that Mrs. 

McGee said the other day that they were having tests done on 
Cokie and they never told us what the tests were for,” said 
Norman.  

“Yeah, you’re right,” I said.  
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Just then we heard a car pulling up in the front of the house. 
We stood and went walking quickly around the side, noticing that 
it was Mr. McGee pulling in the driveway. Mr. McGee walked out 
of his car and walked over to the front porch as we followed.  

“Come on in boys. I am just here to get a couple of Cokie’s 
things because the doctors want him to stay overnight. My Cokie 
had a real tough time after his first chemotherapy session,” said 
Mr. McGee.  

“We didn’t know that Cokie was going through chemotherapy. 
What is it that he is being treated for?” asked Thomas.  

“I forgot,” said Mr. McGee, “my wife never did tell you boys 
because she wanted to make sure that it had returned and there 
wasn’t a mistake by the doctors before she said anything.” 

“What kind of cancer does Cokie have?” asked Norman.  
“Brain cancer,” answered Mr. McGee. “Cokie fought it the 

first time with chemotherapy and over a two-inch piece of his brain 
has been removed through surgery. We thought they had got it all 
and he was safe but when he went through his every six-month 
testing, they found that more of the cancer had returned.” 

“Is it life threatening?” asked Nelson. 
“Yes, it is,” said Mr. McGee.  
Mr. McGee just stood there for a couple of seconds, then 

waved at us to follow him as he headed out the front door.  
“If you boys want, I can give you a ride to the medical center 

and I know my wife Maggie will give you a ride back when she 
returns later to make Cokie his dinner around five-thirty.” 

We agreed to go with Mr. McGee. He drove us towards the 
medical center, and as we took the second turn after leaving the 
McGee home, all of us ducked in the car. Mr. McGee looked 
around to see why we were ducking down as he noticed all four of 
the bullies riding their bikes on the sidewalk.  
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“Are those the bullies that you boys have been telling us 
about?” asked Mr. McGee. 

Norman slowly sat up in the front seat, seeing the bullies as he 
turned his head passing by on the sidewalk. 

“Yes, that’s them,” said Norman.  
The rest of us sat up and looked back watching the bullies fade 

away in the distance.  
“They don’t look that tough,” said Mr. McGee, “When I was 

in high school, our bullies would wear jackets with greased slicked 
back hair. They would look at you and the look alone was enough 
to scare you.” 

“Well, trust me,” said Thomas, “they are meaner than their 
appearance makes them out to look.” 

Mr. McGee pulled into a parking spot at the medical center. 
We walked in and took the elevator to the fourth floor. It felt like it 
was ten degrees when the door opened to the fourth floor. We all 
looked at each other as each one felt the cold as we took a step in.  

“Pretty cold in here,” said Mr. McGee, “I forgot to warn you 
boys. They keep it cold so that bacteria and germs don’t spread as 
easy. All the patients on this floor really can’t afford to get a cold 
or even as much as a stuffy nose.” 

We walked into the room where Cokie was being kept 
overnight. The room was big, and his bed was the only one in the 
middle of the room. There were a couple of balloons and a plant 
that sat in a planter shaped in the form of a race car. Cookie almost 
jumped out of bed when he noticed us walking in the room. Mr. 
McGee made us wash up and put gloves and a mask on before 
getting close to Cokie. 

“Mom, look, the boys are here,” said Cokie. “How was your 
day at school?” 

We began telling Cokie everything about the day in school as 
Mr. and Mrs. McGee sat there listening intently. When we were 
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done, Cokie started to look around the room at all of us, then he 
turned to his parents.  

“I want to go home,” said Cokie, “Me and the boys have a lot 
of work to do, and I can’t do any of the work here in the hospital.” 

“Nonsense,” said Mrs. McGee, “I can go and get a pad and a 
pen. We can get our script for next week’s show ready. That is, if 
you boys don’t mind.” 

“Maggie,” said Mr. McGee, “after what Mr. Guimento said to 
the boys at school, you still want to go on with the show?” 

“Absolutely!” said Mrs. McGee and continued. “The young 
girl Lillian has a sister and I know that she may be my Cokie’s, 
well, his last chance to date. My love, you remember what a lot of 
our friends went through with the bullies when we were in school. 
We were lucky that you played football and I was cheerleader, but 
deep down inside we were nerds. All our friends were the smartest 
group in the school.” 

“I guess you’re right,” said Mr. McGee.  
“I am sorry,” said Mrs. McGee, “We didn’t even give you 

boys a chance to respond. So now do we get to work on next 
week’s show or not?” 

Everyone looked around at each other and smiled as Cokie 
began clapping. We all clapped with him, making him extremely 
happy. Mrs. McGee went walking out the door as we spent time 
seeing where we were going with next week’s show. We decided 
that we would have to start with something to show Mr. Guimento 
that we were not attacking him or the school. 

Mrs. McGee was back in the room within a couple of minutes. 
She began to take notes as we decided on different points that we 
would talk about on Tuesday’s show. We would tape the show this 
weekend. Cokie would come with us to Lillian’s house, and we 
would watch the show together. 
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When we left, Cokie was all excited about what we had 
planned for the next couple of days. Mrs. McGee drove us back to 
their house where we rode our bikes home with no sign of the 
bullies. 

Next morning, we met at my house like always and headed for 
school with not a sign of the bullies. When we arrived at the 
school, a large group of students were packed together in the front. 
We walked over, staying around the outside of the group. There 
were four guys dressed like what we wore on the show but in 
cheaper costumes. They had a small table and two chairs. They 
took turns sitting and saying different things that the group around 
them would laugh about, some would even cheer.  

The bell rang and everyone started to head inside the school 
when Mr. Guimento came walking out the front doors fast. 
Everyone started to walk back outside watching as Mr. Guimento 
walked right where the four imitators had their table and chairs set 
up. We heard Mr. Guimento yelling something as all four of the 
imitators started trying to fold the chairs and the table.  

     Mr. Guimento was on them like a wild cat trying to capture 
its first meal in weeks. He grabbed them two at a time with his 
large hands, making them sit on the grass. There had to be half of 
the school watching through windows in the classrooms. The other 
half of the students were out front watching. There were many 
students pushing in order to get a better view. We were standing on 
a long sitting bench made of concrete, in front of the school. 

We could hear Mr. Guimento asking them to take off their 
masks as everyone stayed as quiet as possible. One at a time we 
could see the bullies starting with Dwayne, Lawrence, Jon, and 
Austin taking there masks off. Some of the students began 
laughing and some began clapping as if they were really the 
Overseers of our school. Mr. Guimento turned as if he never 
realized that half of our school had followed him out, as the bell 
rang at that exact moment. 
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“Get your behinds in the school now unless you want to join 
these clowns,” said Mr. Guimento.  

All the students started to walk quickly, some even running 
since they were scared that he would start calling out names. That 
was something that had happened earlier in the year when two 
students had gotten in a fight in the middle of classes in the 
hallway. Many students left their class and Mr. Guimento called 
out names as he saw those students in the hall, and everyone called 
had gotten a week of detentions. 

We ran to our class, where our windows were directly across 
from where the bullies sat on the grass. Our first period teacher 
was at the window with the rest of us, telling everyone to keep it 
down. A couple of the windows were cracked opened as it was 
January and cold outside.  

“Even after yesterday’s meeting in my office, Mr. Johnson,” 
said Mr. Guimento as he looked directly at Dwayne, “you still 
come back to the school making a jackass of yourself. You will all 
have detention for the next two months and if I see you as much as 
sneeze in the wrong direction you will have detention for the rest 
of the school year.” 

      The bullies all got up and grabbed the two chairs and the 
small fold up table. They followed Mr. Guimento to his office. 
Everyone in our class sat back in our seats and started laughing.  

     “Now you see what happens when you do something 
wrong, you always end up getting caught,” said Mrs. Taylor. “The 
only bad part about them getting caught is that I was really looking 
forward to next week’s show.” 

Everyone in the class looked at Mrs. Taylor as she looked 
back. I really think she didn’t mean to say what she said out loud 
as did many of the students in our class, from the look on their 
faces.  

“They aren’t the real Overseers,” said Thomas.  
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“How would you know?” asked Bambi, “You said you didn’t 
even see the show yesterday.” 

Everyone in class turned around in their seats and looked 
directly at Thomas. He just sat there looking dumbfounded.  

“I seem to agree with him,” said Norman, “although I didn’t 
see it either. From what everyone has told me, I really don’t think 
they would do this clown act at school. The way you have all 
described the show to me, the four guys that put on the show 
seemed a little cooler than the act they put on this morning.” 

The class was quiet for several minutes as everyone sat there 
in their own little world thinking about what Norman had just said. 
I could see Lillian looking at Norman then at the rest of us as I 
turned my head when she looked at me.  

Mrs. Taylor got everyone’s attention and the rest of the period 
we got back into our class work. When the bell rang, the halls were 
full of students talking. Some of the students were saying that 
Dwayne and his group were the real Overseers and others were 
arguing the point that they weren’t. 

We passed by Dwayne and his group unnoticed because they 
were surrounded by students asking them if they were the real 
Overseers. We found out in our next period that Dwayne was 
telling everyone that they may or may not be the Overseers but 
were sworn to secrecy. We looked at each other shaking or heads 
when we overheard one of the students in class saying the things 
that Dwayne was telling everyone.  



CHAPTER 8 

N
If you enjoyed what you have read and want 

more, please go to closetbooks.com and purchase
our novel. Thank you. We have many more novels 

that will be released in the very near future. 




